The Singapore Alliance for Sustainable Palm Oil is a regionally-focused industry-led, multi-stakeholder platform open to all involved in the usage, trade and production of palm oil.
How did we get there?

VISION
A Southeast Asia where businesses are producing, trading and using 100% certified sustainable palm oil (CSPO), contributing to a more sustainable and healthier environment for all.

AIMS
To increase availability and usage of CSPO in Singapore & Southeast Asia through education and awareness activities for businesses and consumers.
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ACTIVITIES

DIALOGUE SESSIONS
SHARING EXPERIENCES AND BEST PRACTICES

COMMUNICATION & ADVOCACY
CELEBRATING SUCCESS AND MOMENTUM

WORKING GROUPS
ADDRESSING CHALLENGES AND DEVELOPPING COMMON SOLUTIONS

CAPACITY BUILDING
“HOPPING” ON THE SUSTAINABLE JOURNEY REACHING MILESTONES
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“HOPPING” ON THE SUSTAINABLE JOURNEY
REACHING MISLESTONES

The Singapore Alliance offers guidance through capacity building activities to help companies identify their milestones:

1. ENGAGE
2. ASSESS
3. ACT
4. PROGRESS
DRIVE CHANGE
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CURRENT FOUNDING MEMBERS:

WWF | DANONE | Ayam Brand | Unilever
Wildlife Reserves | IKEA

WORKING WITH THE PALM OIL INDUSTRY TO IMPROVE SUSTAINABILITY
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Contact:
Gregory Bardies
gabardies@wwf.sg